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LET’S THINK ABOUT IT
Good questions help us learn.
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In Chapter 1, Toby makes up a game called rockboarding. Would you ever go surfing in the ocean?
What would that be like?
Toby admits he doesn’t have a great relationship
with his dad. What’s your relationship with your
dad like? How would you describe his strengths and
weaknesses?
Do you have someone in your life who protects you,
like Cliff’s cousin Steven did? How do they help you?
Joshua says that listening to someone is one way to
show you care about them (page 10-11). How well do
you listen to others? What are some ways you can
become a better listener?
In Chapter 2, everyone shares their favorite memories of Kerry. What stories do you think your friends
and family would tell about you? What memories do
you have of your friends that always make you smile?
In Chapter 3, BB and Sammy see something they
can only describe as a miracle. Have you ever seen
something so unusual that you couldn’t explain why
or how it happened? Try to explain it now.
How often do you think about God? What words
would you use to describe Him? What kinds of challenges can God help you through?
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BB shares Principle of Manhood #2: “A man is
responsible for all of his choices” (page 38). What
does it mean to be responsible for what you do?
Joshua explains how every child is born with amazing potential to contribute to the world (page 41).
What skills and gifts do you have? How can you use
them to help others and create good?
Have you ever been completely surprised by something? What did it feel like?
Principle of Manhood #15 says, “A man submits to
an authority beyond himself.” What authorities do
you agree to follow? Is it easy or hard for you to give
control to others?
Principle of Manhood #11 states, “A man never
stands alone unless he is taking a stand.” Who in
your life supports you? How do you offer encouragement to your friends and family?
In Chapter 5, the gang gives their last hugs to the
Lizlards before they start their journey home again.
Have you ever had to say goodbye to a friend? What
makes goodbyes so hard?
As they walk, the gang talks about everything they’ve
gone through in the underground worlds. What are
some adventures you’ve had with your friends?
Before they reach the center of the Life Maze, Toby
has to leave to go through the Tunnel of Memories
(page 102-103). Could you be strong enough to
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choose to complete your responsibilities instead of
doing what’s fun?
Describe your favorite ride at an amusement park.
Which ride in the Life Maze would you like to try?
The rock reminds the gang that the best part of the
maze is spending time with each other (page 116117). Who do you always have fun with, no matter
what you’re doing?
For their surprise, Pops gives the gang a huge table
loaded with all their favorite foods! What foods
would you want to see on that table?
In Chapter 9, Sammy has to face all of his worst
experiences in the Tunnel of Memories. But Joshua
helps him see what lessons he can take from them
to help him grow. What’s a bad memory you have?
What can you learn from it?
At the end of the book, Sammy finds the courage to
look for the good in his worst memories. Have you
ever done something really brave? Who’s the bravest
person you know?
What’s one verse the rock said that you want to
remember? Write it down here:
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